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About This Game

Triangle Service returns to Steam with DeltaZeal, the second vertical shooter from the "Shooting Love Anniversary"
compilation! An homage to classic 90's arcade games, DeltaZeal thrills with tense shooting action, crisp sprite graphics, and

explosive sound. Equip wide shot, concentrated laser or guided missiles to get the best weapon combination, then blast your way
through 9 stages of mechanized enemies and bosses. Try experimenting with different strategies, as there are many secrets and

alternate routes to discover. If you reach the end, you will find a challenging adversary to test your gaming mettle!
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Features:

Customize your weapon loadout by combining multiple weapon types, or focus on one weapon type to get the strongest
effect!

The medal chaining system rewards skilled players with additional challenge. Charge up the Void Bomb weapon for a
cascade of points!

Highly detailed pixel graphics. Blast hordes of tanks, planes, and ships and watch the debris go flying!

Modular boss enemies with multiple attack forms and lots of parts to destroy!

Practice individual stages in Score Attack Mode, or play the stages continuously in Arcade Mode. There are 9 stages in
all!

Branching stage options, secret routes, and hidden enemies add variety to each Arcade run.

Adjustable difficulty settings to support all levels of player skill.

Support for picture rotation and vertical aspect displays - play in an authentic arcade format and get a larger picture!

Fight your way to the top of the global leaderboards! High scores are tracked for both Arcade Mode and Score Attack.

Use the replay function to share your best games with friends, or devise a better strategy.

Steam achievements are supported.
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Title: DELTAZEAL
Genre: Action
Developer:
TRIANGLE SERVICE
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Multicore CPU

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 300 or Better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 50 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Yes its pretty, funny, authentically historic and won't overtax the gaming mind. I particularly loved it, having formerly practiced
horary astrology. Forman believes in what he is doing , but has to work like the dickens (pardon the anachronism) to help his
clients and save his own skin. Not a bad tutorial for would be astrologers.. Good game for kids.. Grew up watching Bud And
Terence movies and so far this hits all the right buttons, great hommage to the beat 'em ups of the 80's and 90's.. i get motion
sickness but its a huge rush i love it thanks for mking this .. Almost worth a lemonade (8\/10) \/\/EDITED2

Just beat the game, estimated time of play to beat once = 3.3h \/\/Edit2

The game itself is simple, and fun to play.
It has a lot of potential, yet not many content.
The soundtrack is OK, but can get a bit monotonous after a time.

Pros
- Really easy to learn
- Extremely light game, in all aspects
- Has a lot of potential

Cons
- Lacks an explicit objective direction, like where you should be headed. Running around places looking for it can get really
boring.
- The soundtrack can get a bit monotonous after a time.

Notes:

- I don't think the required specs are right. This doesn't seem to need 4gb of RAM to run at all. 2 maybe?. Seems alright.

Chain letters together to make words.
No time limit\/pressure. :)
Score more points for longer words, etc.
You confirm each word by dragging and releasing over a box at the right of the screen, so you can change your mind about
which word you're using the letters for, up until then. :)
Get the definition(s) for each word you've made - both in-game & with an option to look it up in your browser by clicking
"Lookup"

Each time you match a word, you have the left over letters, plus get more letters, to make the new word with
ie game is a continuous thing of making word after word.
You seem to get each new Challenge very soon after you passed the previous one.
Click the Orange bullseye-ish circles at the top middle of the screen, to remind yourself of the current challenge.

Can save at any time, from the options menu (ESC or cog at top left corner of screen) :)
Works well with mouse.. This game woo, this game was really fun and hard as hell but it felt so satifying beating the game, I
loved the characters, the art, the levels, and music.This game is totally worth it. Capcom is a POS company which abondons its
broken games after launch.. installed game

arms grew to the size of 10 children per bicep in real life 10/10 gd game #built
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No controller support.. Greetings,

I never done a steam review before but mmm i think this game deserves it.

I haven't played the single player but I have played the multiplayer so my review will be based on gameplay and multiplayer
experience.

General:
This game blends city builders(resource management, survival) and RTS genre really well. Even though military plays a huge
part you can achieve victory by other means like Fame, Lore, Trade victories. In other RTS's winning any victory other than
conquest feels a bit underwhelming but here it is satisfying and makes the game more interesting presenting you more choices!
The Game's pace is casual and you can play it in a relaxed state you don't need micro as much but good decision making will
help you a lot. There are two main map types Ragnarok\/Northgard Ragnarok is much harder (Ragnarok Extreme Hostility
settings) and really gives the city builder challange if you are lookings for it and also pvp! Northgard version is a bit too easy for
my taste but ofcourse other players will always challange you. I feel like ragnarok extreme reaches the games true potential it
can even be made a bit harder but it seems in a good spot atm :) Every game resources map are panned out uniquely so every
game can really feel unique in that sense! Every year there is winter which really pushes to survival aspect of city builders your
production is lowered your troops are weaker so a bad winter RNG like wolves attack 2 areas in winter can basically end the
game for you if you are not prepared :) RNG plays a part in this game but it can be outplayed usually.

Clans

There are not so much ways to help your teammates like you can't send out a bunch of resources at once you can send it partially
like +3 food with trade routes(which is actually a huge deal in this game) You can attack together defend together. Other clans
benefit from the utilities of some clans have which gives a lot of room for experimentation finding the right combo. Thats why i
like playing with friend a lot!
Each clan has its unique Lore tree with upgrades which you can upgrade in response to how the game is going
Some clans have unique Buildings
There are 3 military paths to choose from which are the same for every clan but some clans utilize certain paths better!
There are relics to build every game some of the relics give value over time some relics are tempo and some relics one time
ffects! and each clan has its own unique relic
So all of these gives a lot of possibilities to your gameplay style you can try new stuff push for a new strategy every game that
being that said I am relatively new so in higher levels maybe there are clear cut dominant strategies but now I am having a blast
experiementing trying different clans, every clan makes the game feel different!

DLC Policy

It is kind of dissapointing that new clans are behind a paywall but the game is in constant development so far it seems. AOE 2
also uses this model new nations (with a lot fewer features than nortgard clans) for money, but they release a couple clans as an
expansion pack which makes it feel a little better for some reason. I know northgard clans might take a lot of time to make but
still blending couple clans with an expansion style thing could be more satisfying to the user other than paying for every new
clan individually which i plan to buy on sale but only on sale :) Balance wise the paid clans doesn't really matter and if it proves
to be op they usually balance it out.

Multiplayer:
Multiplayer is really fun to play, even thou at lower ranks ragnarok you see a lot of leavers since people dont have to experience
to survive in ragnarok but apart from that a finished game almost always feels very good! It takes long which I love you can
have a chat with your friends prepare your cup of tea sit back and expand your borders feels like spending a board game night
which is what I really love about this game. IT has this weird board game feelings like your dream board game :) Multiplayer is
challenging, there are some weird things tho like you can explore your enemies whole area and have vision of them all game
long which feels a bit weird for rts but suprise attack in this game is really punishing because of desing like you cant make an
army of 20 people and just hold them usually (they eat food, they are villagers who can gather resources, there is winter who
deplete those resources) so a main strat is to boom make 20 insant attack finish so without the scout could really be unbalanced.

Should I buy this game?
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If you like City Builders, RTS, Survival City Builders, Base expanding board games. It is definately worth a try and since steam
has 3hour refund policy you can try it out yourself! Another thing is Ragnarok expansion Relic expansion these two expansions
made the game much better so there is A LOT! of potential to improve in this game thats why i hope so much that they keep
developing and tinkering ideas for the game <3 :)

See you in the Frozen Lands I guess? Also all in all I just liked the game it clicked with me you know all games need that magic
for you only you can find out so this review doesnt really mattter :D. This game is really cool. You should give it a try if you like
old school 3D platformers like Mario64, Banjo, Crash Bandicoot or even games like Medievil. Or if you're a fan of gnomes and
Faeries. It really feel like this game has a soul, its not derivative or trashware. And it got treasure chest with cool new toys in
most levels.

I really enjoyed my playthrough and plan to play again to save all the gnomes and catch all the Faeries.

 I give it a 7\/10. This is a good game. Even if it might be almost the same as Empire: Total War. It is none the less a good
game.. bought deluxe Ed. and got no extra content. where is the PDF book?. It was a quite nice hidden object point and click,
until it bugged in a way that was absulutely game-breaking. I tried everything to get around the bug, to no avail. It was early
enough into the game so I don't feel I got my money's worth, even at $10.

Pros: Looks good, solid gameplay

Con: Literally game breaking bugs. An awesome battle royale game that even runs smoothly on my 5-6 year old machine.
Simple to pick up, quick games and a great art style, soundtrack and community. No microtransactions after buying the full
game and items are pretty easy to unlock through achievements and random drops.. Old North has a number of good songs in it.
The soundtrack, however, only has a few. Several key themes are absent, including some from prologues and cutscenes, the
overworld theme, and even the song from the title screen.

I will gladly change the review to positive if they ever add in all of the missing tracks, some of which I'm sure many people
wanted to acquire when they had purchased the OST. I simply cannot recommend it in this incomplete state, especially given
that it used to cost $15.. Rednoses Everywhere!! Clowns On The Loose By Killing People Go Buy This To See Clowns Fail At
Jugguling!!
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